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Abstract

In this paper, we tackle the problem of self-supervised
video alignment and activity progress prediction using in-
the-wild videos. Our proposed self-supervised representa-
tion learning method carefully addresses different action
orderings, redundant actions, and background frames to
generate improved video representations compared to pre-
vious methods. Our model generalizes temporal cycle-
consistency learning to allow for more flexibility in de-
termining cycle-consistent neighbors. More specifically,
to handle repeated actions, we propose a multi-neighbor
cycle consistency and a multi-cycle-back regression loss
by finding multiple soft nearest neighbors using a Gaus-
sian Mixture Model. To handle background and redundant
frames, we introduce a context-dependent drop function in
our framework, discouraging the alignment of droppable
frames. On the other hand, to learn from videos of multi-
ple activities jointly, we propose a multi-head crosstask net-
work, allowing us to embed a video and estimate progress
without knowing its activity label. Experiments on multiple
datasets show that our method outperforms the state-of-the-
art for video alignment and progress prediction.1

1. Introduction

Understanding progress is central to a human’s learning
experience. We constantly modify and enhance our ac-
tions and behaviors based on our progress in different daily
tasks [31]. Progress understanding is also fundamental
for machines whose goal is to guide (e.g., assistive tech-
nologies) and seamlessly interact (e.g., robots) with hu-
mans [6, 35]. Imagine wearing augmented reality (AR) as-
sistant glasses when assembling a complex machine, per-
forming a medical procedure, or cooking a new hour-long
recipe. Depending on the amount of progress made in the

1Code is publicly available at https : / / github . com /
gerardDonahue/GTCC_CVPR2024.
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Figure 1. We develop a framework for self-supervised in-the-wild video
alignment and online activity progress prediction.

current step, the AR needs to show information about the
current or next step(s). Additionally, progress is an impor-
tant signal for computer vision tasks to run on AR task as-
sistants, such as action segmentation and anticipation (de-
pending on little/full progress in a step, subsequent frames
will belong to the same/next step) [50] and anomaly/error
detection (a decrease in progress indicates an error) [34].

Learning to predict progress, however, is challenging [8].
Progress can not be precisely calculated solely on the
amount of time spent in an action (an expert often makes
more progress than a novice within the same time window)
and can be influenced by factors other than the user such
as the environment (imagine cooking a recipe in a well-
organized vs a cluttered kitchen). To estimate progress,
we can break down an action into smaller phases and track
where the user is within these phases (e.g., putting a cof-
fee filter into a dripper involves taking a filter from its bag,
folding it in half, folding it again into a quarter circle, cre-
ating a cone and inserting it into the dripper). Therefore,
one approach for progress estimation is to label video clips
of an action with its different phases and train a supervised
phase classification model [3]. However, the ambiguity of
defining a dictionary of fine-grained phases in advance and
the high cost of annotating video frames with many action
phases makes supervised learning impractical.

Self-supervised video alignment is an appealing alter-
native for progress prediction. It finds frame representa-
tions and associations between frames of different videos
(ideally, aligning the same phases across videos), without
requiring fine-grained human labeling. There has been a
large body of recent literature addressing video alignment

This CVPR paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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using different approaches, such as temporal cycle consis-
tency (TCC) [12], dynamic time warping [11, 16, 17] and
optimal transport [39]. However, after aligning videos and
learning the embedding space, progress prediction has been
simply treated as fitting a linear regression model to the em-
beddings by assuming a linear progress model [12, 17, 39].

Limitations. Existing self-supervised methods have limi-
tations for video alignment as well as progress prediction.
First, when it comes to video alignment, the majority of
existing works assume the same ordering of phases (mono-
tonic), which is often violated in real videos (e.g., you can
put a filter in a dripper and then put the dripper on the mug
or vice versa). Additionally, some videos may have addi-
tional steps or background, which should not be aligned.
Therefore, the recent approach in [39] (coined VAVA) ad-
dressed sequence alignment by considering background and
redundant frames as well as non-monotonic ordering by im-
posing a temporal prior and an optimal prior on an opti-
mal transport formulation, an intra-video contrastive term
and an inter-video contrastive term. However, balancing
multiple losses and handling repeated actions in the self-
supervised setting is challenging and enforcing a tempo-
ral prior is unfit for in-the-wild alignment. Moreover, ex-
isting alignment techniques train distinct models for each
action, resulting in substantial memory and computational
overhead. This approach also complicates inference since
activity/task identification is necessary, posing challenges
particularly at the onset of activity/task execution.

Paper Contributions. In this paper, we develop a
framework for self-supervised video alignment and online
progress prediction that addresses the limitations of exist-
ing works, see Figure 1. We propose a generalization of
TCC [12] to model background and redundant frames, as
well as repetitive actions when performing alignment. More
specifically, to handle repeated actions, we propose a multi-
neighbor cycle consistency and a multi-cycle-back regres-
sion loss by finding multiple soft nearest neighbors using a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) instead of a single neigh-
bor as in TCC. To handle background and redundant frames,
we introduce a context-dependent drop function, discourag-
ing the alignment of droppable frames.

On the other hand, to effectively align videos of multi-
ple activities jointly and to better leverage their shared in-
formation while handling their distinctions, we propose a
multi-head crosstask network, where each head automati-
cally learns to focus on relevant components of video pairs.
Thus, we can embed a video and estimate progress with-
out knowing its activity label. Through extensive experi-
ments on multiple datasets, we show the effectiveness of our
framework for video alignment and progress estimation.

2. Related Works
Self-Supervised Video Representation Learning. Given
the high annotation cost for video-based action learning
and the need for copious amounts of data when train-
ing deep networks, many researchers have turned to self-
supervised methods for embedding video frames [9, 28,
38, 42, 45, 60, 72]. Self-supervision has largely been
popularized as a result of higher quality image embed-
ding techniques trained on large-scale image datasets such
as [10, 27, 37]. With better datasets, pre-trained image en-
coders, such as [18, 53–55], allow for more meaningful fea-
tures that can enhance the performance of self-supervised
representation learning methods. Many downstream tasks
benefit from self-supervised video representation learning,
such as action recognition [26, 71], temporal action seg-
mentation [23, 33, 63, 65], step localization [14, 71], video
retrieval [68], text-to-video retrieval [41], and audio-visual
representation learning [25].

Video Alignment is the task of temporally synchronizing
videos, such that similar frames or segments in separate
videos can be mapped to each other. Traditional methods
such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [7, 11, 13, 16, 17,
47], or Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [1, 21, 26,
48] have been used to align video frames. Many meth-
ods have adopted the use of Soft-DTW [7, 11, 16, 17, 40],
where the gradient is well-defined and back-propogation is
feasible. LAV [17] is a self-supervised video alignment
method, which uses Soft-DTW in conjunction with tem-
poral intra-video contrastive loss terms. Other contrastive
approaches include [5, 39, 42, 49, 60, 66]. Drop-DTW [11]
extends DTW by adding a “trash bucket” to the cost matrix
for dynamic programming for background frame classifica-
tion. Similarly, VAVA [39] added an additional bucket to the
optimal transport formulation to align in-the-wild videos.
VAVA also incorporated a bi-modal Gaussian prior on the
optimal transport matrix, which allowed for the model to
consider the temporality and optimality of the alignment.
VAVA was shown to outperform previous methods for un-
constrained procedural video datasets. Other methods ca-
pable of background detection but not video alignment in-
clude [4, 43, 51, 61, 62].

Cycle-consistency has been a pivotal technique in sequence
alignment, involving the mapping of elements from one se-
quence to another, followed by an inverse mapping back
to the original sequence. Beyond its application in video
alignment, cycle-consistency finds utility in diverse do-
mains, including 3D shape matching [22], depth estima-
tion [15], co-segmentation [57, 58], and transivity in deep
learning [15, 69, 70]. Cycle-consistency was first intro-
duced for self-supervised video alignment in TCC [12]
and showed good performance in aligning synchronizable
videos, such as the Penn Action dataset [67] or the Pour-
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Figure 2. Cycle-consistency Visualization. Here, two videos are embed-
ded by the alignment encoder, ϕ. With a green checkmark, a frame pair is
shown to be cycle-consistent. With a red X-mark, a frame pair is shown to
be not cycle-consistent.

ing dataset [32]. Our method extends cycle-consistency to
unconstrained videos, as observed in many datasets such as
COIN [56] and EgoProceL [2].

Activity Progress Prediction is the task of predicting tem-
poral progress in videos. While [3, 44] have studied a su-
pervised approach for action progress prediction, they re-
quire temporal annotations of every action clip based on
its phases, which is hard to define given the fine-grained
nature of phases and cost to gather. Action comple-
tion [19, 20, 59, 68] is also related to progress, however
it is only focused on classifying full progress achievement
rather than predicting the progress at every time instant. In
this work, we learn to predict progress at every frame in a
self-supervised framework. Our proposed progress estima-
tion technique also has applications in goal-based reinforce-
ment learning, providing dense reward for learning [29, 64].

3. Problem Setting and Review
In this section, we discuss the problem of video alignment
and review temporal cycle consistency (TCC) [12], which
we build upon and generalize.

3.1. Video Alignment

Given two video sequences S = (s1, . . . , sN ) and T =
(t1, . . . , tM ) with N and M frames, respectively, we de-
note their embeddings by U = (u1, . . . ,uN ) and V =
(v1, . . . ,vM ). We use an encoder neural network ϕ to com-
pute these embeddings, as depicted in Fig. 2. The goal of
video alignment is to train the encoder, ϕ, such that if the
two frames si and tj represent the same action, the distance
between their embeddings, ui ∈ RD and vj ∈ RD, will be
small, otherwise, the distance will be large.

3.2. Temporal Cycle Consistency (TCC)

TCC [12] finds a symmetric nearest neighbor embedding
space by maximizing the number of cycle-consistent em-
beddings between two sequences. More specifically, con-
sider a frame ui ∈ U , and let its Euclidean nearest neigh-
bor from V be denoted by vj = argminv∈V ∥ui − v∥.
Similarly, for a frame vj ∈ V , denote its Euclidean nearest
neighbor in U by uk = argminu∈U ∥u − vj∥. The frame
ui is cycle-consistent if and only if i = k, see Fig. 2. TCC

𝑢𝑖

𝑣

𝛼
𝜇

Video 𝑈

Video 𝑉

(a) TCC
𝑢𝑖

𝑣1 𝑣2

𝜇1 𝜇2

Video 𝑈

Video 𝑉

𝛼

(b) GTCC

Figure 3. TCC Failure for Repeated Actions. Common action segments
of the sequences are shown using varying colors. α is depicted based on
the initial frame, ui, from the yellow action segment. TCC (3a) only allows
a single ṽ between both peaks in α. GTCC (3b) allows for two distinct
neighbors, ṽ1 and ṽ2, which accurately represents repeated actions.

trains an encoder to embed frames such that the number
of cycle-consistent frame embeddings is maximized across
pairs of videos, hence, a symmetric nearest neighbor em-
bedding space. Since argmin is non-differentiable, TCC
adopts the softmax operation. Let ∆M denote the probabil-
ity simplex in M dimensions.2 TCC begins by computing a
soft nearest neighbor (SNN) of ui, denoted by ṽ,

ṽ =

M∑
j=1

αjvj , where, αj =
e−∥ui−vj∥2/τ∑M
k=1 e

−∥ui−vk∥2/τ
. (1)

Here α = [α1, . . . , αM ] ∈ ∆M is the outgoing normal-
ized similarity (forward distribution) between ui and em-
beddings in V , and τ is the softmax temperature. TCC then
uses the SNN, ṽ, to compute β = [β1, . . . , βN ] ∈ ∆N ,
which is the incoming normalized similarity (backward dis-
tribution) between ṽ and frame embeddings in U ,

βl =
e−∥ul−ṽ∥2/τ∑N
j=1 e

−∥uj−ṽ∥2/τ
. (2)

Cycle-consistency requires that β must have the highest
probability mass at index i and very small mass at indices
farther from i. Thus, TCC imposes a Gaussian distribution
prior N (µβ , σ

2
β) on entries of β with mean µβ =

∑N
l=1 βl ·l

and variance σ2
β =

∑N
l=1 βl · (l − µβ)

2. Requiring that the
distribution mean be close to i with a small variance leads
to minimizing a cycle-back regression loss, defined as

Lcbr =
(i− µβ)

2

σ2
β

+ λ log(σβ), (3)

where λ is the regularization weight. This leads to a differ-
entiable loss that can be optimized using backpropagation.

4. Generalized Temporal Cycle Consistency
(GTCC)

One of the advantages of TCC [12] compared to DTW-
based methods [11, 17] is that it does not assume/enforce

2α ∈ ∆M means that vector entries are nonnegative and sum to one.
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Figure 4. GTCC. We encode two videos into U and V and calculate the forward distribution, α. We use the output of the GMM optimization procedure
and obtain K SNNs from K discrete Gaussians. We then compute β(k) for each SNN. We also estimate the drop probability of each frame Pdrop(ui|V )
using a conditional network. Finally, we compute the final loss by weighting each cycle-back regression loss with weight from mixture densities, ψ, and
modulate with the drop probabilities.

monotonic ordering of actions across videos. On the other
hand, it has two major drawbacks when it comes to aligning
in-the-wild videos.

First, TCC cannot handle background and additional ac-
tions, because it enforces cycle-consistency for every frame
embedding. However, background actions (e.g., ‘answering
phone’ when making coffee) or additional actions (e.g., the
optional step of ‘cleaning coffee filter’) in one video but not
in another should not be aligned.

Second, the TCC model assumes that each action only
appears once in a video, therefore, cannot model action rep-
etitions (e.g., repeating the actions of ‘give breath’ and ‘give
chest compression’ when performing CPR). This is because
computing the SNN in TCC is done with a unimodal Gaus-
sian assumption on the similarity distributions, which is vi-
olated when an action is repeated in a video and leads to
computing bad SNNs, see Fig. 3. We propose generalized
temporal cycle consistency (GTCC), which addresses these
limitations and aligns videos in the wild.

4.1. Multi-Cycle Consistency via Mixture SNNs

We propose multi-neighbor cycle consistency and a multi-
cycle-back regression loss to handle repeated actions, see
Fig. 4. For ui ∈ U belonging to an action a, a single SNN
ṽ obtained using (1) is restrictive when action a is repeated
in the sequence V . In such a case, as 3 shows, ui will have
multiple good nearest neighbors, yet the SNN ṽ captures an
average representation of them leading to a suboptimal so-
lution. Therefore, we generalize TCC to allow for multiple
SNNs and to assign an importance score to each SNN. This
allows our model to find a set of SNNs based on a given ui,
and to automatically gain awareness of their relative impor-
tance for promoting multiple-neighbor cycle-consistency.

For ui ∈ U , we first obtain the outgoing distribution
α = [α1, . . . , αM ], where αj’s are computed using (1). We
then approximate α with a discretized Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) to capture different distribution modes cor-
responding to the same action. More specifically, we model

αj ≈ pj =

K∑
k=1

ψkp
(k)
j , (4)

where p(k)j is the outgoing probability of index j in video V

for the k-th discretized Gaussian distribution N (µα,k, σ
2
α,k)

and ψk denotes the weight of the mixture component k.
Here, K is a hyperparameter defining the total number of
mixture components. We typically setK = 10 in our exper-
iments and as we show the results do not change much for
different values of K as long as it is not very small. We find
the parameters of the GMM, which are {µk, σ

2
k, ψk}Kk=1, by

minimizing the KL divergence [52] between the two distri-
butions [α1, . . . , αM ] and [p1, . . . , pM ]. After finding the
parameters of the GMM, we then compute one SNN for
each mixture component,

ṽ(k) =

M∑
j=1

p
(k)
j · vj , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. (5)

With these K SNNs of ui ∈ U , we then compute the
incoming similarity distribution β(k) for each SNN, ṽ(k).
TCC assumes that throughout the sequence U , β should
only have a sharp peak at index i. For in-the-wild videos,
this presents a challenge when ui belongs to a repeated or
non-contiguous action segment, where there would be more
than one valid peak in the incoming distribution. To ad-
dress this, we only enforce a local sharp peak around i for a
discrete temporal window, w, where any index outside the
i-centered window has zero probability (see supplementary
materials for more details). For each β(k), we compute the
mean and variance over the indices of U ,

µβ,k =

N∑
l=1

β
(k)
l · l, σ2

β,k =

N∑
l=1

β
(k)
l · (l − µβ,k)

2
. (6)

Finally, we compute one cycle-back regression loss for each
mixture component as

L(k)
cbr =

(i− µβ,k)
2

σ2
β,k

+ λ · log (σβ,k). (7)

Given that ψk is the relative importance of the k-th discrete
Gaussian distribution, we build a multi-cycle back regres-
sion loss as

Lmulti-cbr =

K∑
k=1

ψk · L(k)
cbr . (8)
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4.2. Droppable Frame Detection

Another major limitation of TCC is that it cannot handle
background and additional actions since it enforces cycle-
consistency for all embeddings. GTCC addresses this issue
by detecting frames in U to be dropped based on the frames
in V and subsequently enforcing (i) multi-cycle consistency
for alignable embeddings and (ii) bad alignment for drop-
pable embeddings. Information (context) from video V is
necessary when dropping frames in video U because the
model can not know to drop frames corresponding to an ad-
ditional action unless that action is not present in V .

More specifically, we learn a drop-context function, c :
RD → RD+1, characterized by a feedforward neural net-
work, using all the embeddings vj ∈ V as

c(V ) =
1

M

M∑
j=1

c(vj) ∈ RD+1. (9)

GTCC uses the information in V to condition the drop de-
tection in U . More specifically, for each ui ∈ U , we use
a logistic regression model to compute the probability of
dropping ui given V as

Pdrop(ui|V ) = σ
( [

u⊤
i 1

]
c(V )

)
, (10)

where σ is the sigmoid function. We use the drop probabil-
ity to build our final loss function, which we discuss next.

4.3. Learning GTCC

To learn the parameters of the embedding network ϕ and
the drop-context model, we propose a loss so that alignable
frames are encouraged to have good cycle-consistency and
droppable frames are encouraged to have bad alignment.
This dichotomy isolates the cycle-consistency property only
to frames that are deemed ‘alignable’, and ensures frames
deemed ‘droppable’ have no good nearest neighbors. We
propose to minimize

L = (1− Pdrop(ui|V )) · Lmulti-cbr +
Pdrop(ui|V )

Lmulti-cbr
, (11)

where we minimize the multi-cycle-back regression loss
for alignable frames for which Pdrop(ui|V ) is close to 0,
and maximize the multi-cycle-back regression loss for drop-
pable frames for which Pdrop(ui|V ) is close to 1. Notice
one can also use −Lmulti-cbr instead of 1/Lmulti-cbr in (11),
however, the latter worked better in our experiments.

4.4. Online Progress Estimation

At inference time, given an online sequence up to frame ui,
we want to estimate the progress, denoted by π̂(ui) ∈ [0, 1].
We do so, by using the cumulative inter-frame geodesic dis-
tance on the frame features,

π̂(ui) =

∑i−1
t=1 ∥ut+1 − ut∥

Ĝ
, (12)

where Ĝ is ideally the total geodesic distance for the com-
plete sequence (including past and future observations).
Given that we do not have access to the future frames, we
estimate Ĝ by averaging the total geodesic distances for all
aligned training videos of the given task.

5. GTCC Embedding Network
Our goal is to train an embedding model that can lever-
age the shared information across related actions or tasks
(e.g., making omelete and making scrambled eggs) for bet-
ter feature learning and alignment of each task individu-
ally, while not requiring to know the action or task label of
the video at inference time. Existing works, which train a
separate model for each action/task, have neither of these
capabilities. Therefore, we propose a new architecture,
which we refer to as Multi-head Crosstask Network (MCN),
shown in Fig. 5. MCN consists of a base network, multiple
head networks, and an attention network. MCN base net-
work is intended to output general useful features (across
actions/tasks) to be used by multiple (L) head networks.
Ideally, each head network specializes in aligning related
phases of an action or steps of a task. The attention network
takes all features from the head networks at each time in-
stant and selects the relevant head and its features. See the
supplemental material for more details.

6. Experiments
6.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use four datasets for evaluations, two mono-
tonic and two in-the-wild datasets. Similar to previous
works [12, 17, 39], we report results on Pouring [32] and
Penn Action [67] datasets, which are monotonic. Pouring
contains videos of humans pouring liquid into a cup (e.g.,
orange juice poured into a blue cup), and Penn Action con-
tains videos of humans completing athletic maneuvers (e.g.,
a woman serving a tennis ball). We also use COIN [56]
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and EgoProceL [2], which are in-the-wild datasets, consist-
ing of background frames, action repetitions, and different
sequences of actions. EgoProceL is an egocentric dataset
comprised of a collection of several datasets, including
CMU-MMAC [30], EGTEA Gaze+ [36], MECCANO [46],
and EPIC-tent [24].

For Pouring, Penn Action, and COIN, we use 75% of
videos for training and 25% for testing, while for EgoPro-
ceL we use 70% for training and 30% for testing since there
are fewer videos per task. We also study two settings for
evaluation. (i) Similar to prior works, we train a model
separately for videos of each activity (single-task setting),
whereas following other works we use an embedding net-
work that corresponds to the base network in Fig. 5. (ii) We
train a single model on videos of all activities jointly (multi-
task setting). In Tab. 4, we test the multi-task setting using
only the base network vs the full MCN architecture.

Evaluation Metrics. We use multiple metrics to evalu-
ate the performance of different methods for alignment and
progress prediction. For evaluating alignment, we use the
existing metrics Phase Classification (PC) [12], Enclosed
Area Error (EAE) [13] and Kendall’s Tau (KT) [12]. PC
measures how well the encoder can put frames belonging to
the same action class together, thus a higher value is better.
Similar to previous works, we use PC, where an SVM clas-
sifier is trained on 10%, 50%, and 100% of the ground-truth
action labels. While PC measures how well different actions
are separated from each other, it does not measure the qual-
ity of alignment within each action. Thus, we use Enclosed
Area Error (EAE) that measures the alignment error within
and across actions by comparing the nearest neighbors be-
tween two videos with their ground-truth alignment. When
computing EAE for in-the-wild video pairs, we only include
alignable frames in the computation. In cases where a frame
has multiple valid neighbors, we calculate the smallest EAE
among the set of neighbors. EAE is an error metric, there-
fore lower values indicate better alignment. See [13] for
more details about EAE.

KT is a statistical measure that indicates how well-
aligned two sequences are temporally. Given that KT is
only suitable for monotonic sequences, we also propose a
modified Kendall’s Tau for in-the-wild datasets, which we
call Kendall’s Tau in the Wild (KTW). More specifically, we
only evaluate KT on alignable frames and consider all vari-
ations of valid alignment for concordancy. This increases
forgiveness when finding concordant pairs, because there
may be many concordant neighbors for a frame in a redun-
dant action segment. Therefore, KTW highlights the pres-
ence of disconcordant pairs.

To evaluate progress estimation, we use PHase Pro-
gression (PHP) [12] and introduce Online Progress Error
(OPE). PHP trains a linear regressor over frame features to
predict ground-truth progress values and computes the av-

Dataset Model PC ↑ EAE ↓ KT ↑ PHP ↑ OPE ↓0.1 0.5 1.0

Pouring

SAL 85.7 87.8 88.0 — 73.3 74.5 —
TCN 89.2 90.4 90.4 — 86.7 80.6 —
TCC 89.2 91.4 91.8 14.0 85.2 80.3 38.9
LAV 91.6 92.8 92.8 9.0 85.6 80.5 31.4

VAVA 91.7 91.8 92.5 29.6 87.6 83.6 37.8
GTCC 71.2 89.2 93.5 7.9 88.1 85.8 22.5

Penn Action

SAL 74.9 78.3 80.0 — 63.4 59.4 —
TCN 82.0 83.7 84.0 — 73.3 67.6 —
TCC 81.3 83.4 84.5 18.2 73.5 67.3 35.5
LAV 83.6 84.0 84.3 20.5 80.5 66.1 25.5

VAVA 83.9 84.0 84.5 23.2 80.5 70.9 80.5
GTCC 78.3 81.2 81.3 16.7 88.3 70.8 14.5

Table 1. Alignment and progress evaluations on monotonic datasets.

Dataset Model PC ↑ EAE ↓ KTW ↑ OPE ↓0.1 0.5 1.0

EgoProceL

TCC 66.0 67.4 68.3 21.5 13.9 34.0
LAV 67.2 68.2 68.8 20.8 12.7 36.2

VAVA 65.3 65.9 66.3 23.2 13.1 35.5
GTCC 75.0 78.9 80.6 13.3 14.0 13.6

COIN

TCC 35.9 39.6 40.7 28.0 18.8 28.7
LAV 36.8 38.9 39.8 26.7 23.2 22.7

VAVA 43.8 46.2 47.3 32.0 22.2 27.6
GTCC 46.8 53.2 56.3 18.9 29.0 21.4

Table 2. Alignment and progress evaluations on in-the-wild datasets.

erage R-squared measure over all videos. PHP assumes
monotonicity in action sequences and, therefore, is only
evaluated on the monotonic datasets. On the other hand, our
online progress estimation in (12) applies to monotonic and
in-the-wild datasets. Following [3], at each frame ui we de-
fine a ground-truth progress value π(ui) ∈ [0, 1] assuming
that (i) each action segment contributes equally to the over-
all progress, and (ii) progress linearly increases throughout
the duration of each action segment. We assume that silent
frames do not contribute to progress, hence progress val-
ues remain constant during silent segments, see 6. We de-
fine OPE as the mean absolute difference between predicted
progress and ground-truth online progress (lower is better).

Baselines. For the single-task setting, we compare our
GTCC against SAL [42], TCN [49], TCC [12], LAV [17]
and VAVA [39]. Among them, only VAVA is specifically
designed for handling in-the-wild videos. For the multi-task
setting, we compare GTCC with LAV and VAVA, which are
state-of-the-art.

On the Penn Action, Pouring, and COIN datasets, for the
single-task setting, we report the PC, PHP, and KT as pre-
viously reported in the most recent work [39]. Given that
previous methods did not report EAE, KTW, and OPE, we
re-implement all baselines on all datasets to report the per-
formance based on these metrics. Similarly, we reproduce
all numbers for the MCN multi-task (Table 4) and the Ego-
ProceL experiments (Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Implementation Details For the single-task setting, follow-
ing all previous baselines, we use ResNet-50 [18] for the ar-
chitecture of the encoder network. Please see [12] for more
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Dataset Model Precision Recall F1 Accuracy

EgoProceL VAVA 66.0 98.4 77.0 64.3
GTCC 67.5 97.9 78.2 68.9

COIN VAVA 41.7 78.8 53.5 44.7
GTCC 51.9 88.2 65.3 62.0

Table 3. Evaluation of handling background actions (i.e., drop) of VAVA
vs GTCC for the in-the-wild datasets.

Dataset Method Arch. PC ↑ EAE ↓ KT ↑ KTW ↑ PHP ↑ OPE ↓

C
M

U
-M

M
A

C LAV ResNet 65.2 22.2 — 6.8 — 18.2
MCN 69.8 13.4 — 12.1 — 16.1

VAVA ResNet 62.5 24.0 — 5.1 — 20.7
MCN 63.7 19.7 — 11.4 — 17.9

GTCC ResNet 70.4 26.8 — 9.0 — 25.2
MCN 67.8 14.9 — 21.8 — 14.0

E
G

T
E

A

LAV ResNet 82.5 19.7 — 2.8 — 17.9
MCN 82.1 11.4 — 38.7 — 22.4

VAVA ResNet 83.2 19.6 — 2.7 — 19.6
MCN 82.3 10.7 — 38.1 — 19.7

GTCC ResNet 83.6 17.2 — 3.3 — 19.5
MCN 82.5 10.2 — 47.6 — 16.0

Pe
nn

A
ct

io
n LAV ResNet 78.7 20.5 68.4 — 62.5 27.7

MCN 85.3 5.7 94.3 — 69.0 8.6

VAVA ResNet 80.3 26.2 76.2 — 64.8 37.9
MCN 85.4 5.9 94.4 — 72.6 14.3

GTCC ResNet 73.9 24.7 60.7 — 69.7 32.9
MCN 86.7 5.6 94.9 — 85.5 9.4

Table 4. Alignment and progress evaluation for the multi-task setting
when training on ResNet-50 vs our proposed MCN architecture.

details regarding the encoder architecture. For the multi-
task setting, we compare the ResNet-50 embedding net-
work with our multi-head crosstask network (MCN), shown
in Fig. 5, where the base network is ResNet-50 and all head
and attention networks are 4-layer fully-connected feedfor-
ward network. For GTCC, we also simultaneously train a 4-
layer feedforward neural network for the drop-context func-
tion, c, in Sec. 4.2. We use K = 15 for in-the-wild datasets
and K = 5 for monotonic datasets. For multi-task experi-
ments using MCN, we set the number of attention heads to
be the number of tasks in the dataset.

6.2. Experimental Results

Single-Task Setting Results. Table 1 and 2 show the align-
ment and progress estimation evaluation of different meth-
ods for monotonic and in-the-wild datasets, respectively.
Notice that for the monotonic datasets in Table 1, GTCC
achieves significantly better EAE (for alignment) and OPE
(for progress) on both datasets, e.g., improving the OPE
from 25.5% to 14.5% and EAE from 18.2% to 16.7% on
Penn Action. Similarly, our method achieves higher KT val-
ues, especially on Penn Action, where it outperforms other
methods by at least 7.8%. However, GTCC mostly does
not improve the PC values of the baselines. This is because
PC does not directly represent precise alignment but instead
measures the effectiveness of clustering action segments.

On the other hand, as the results in Table 2 show,
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Figure 6. Online progress estimation for GTCC (6a), VAVA (6b),
LAV (6c) and TCC (6d) for a video from the task “making brownies” in
the EgoProceL dataset.

GTCC significantly outperforms all baselines for all met-
rics. Specifically, GTCC improves the EAE by at least
7.5% on both EgoProceL and COIN and reduces OPE from
34.0% to 13.6% on EgoProceL and from 22.7% to 21.4%
on COIN. Similarly, our method significantly improves the
PC and KTW over the state-of-the-art. This is thanks to
the fact that GTCC is specifically designed to handle in-
the-wild videos that contain action repetitions, background
activities, and action ordering variations.

Drop Performance. Table 3 compares the effectiveness of
VAVA and GTCC for handling background activities on in-
the-wild datasets for the single-task setting. We measure
the precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy of dropping
background frames during pairwise alignment. Notice that
on both datasets, GTCC has a higher F1 score and accu-
racy. Notably, GTCC achieves 62.0% accuracy on COIN
compared to 44.7% by VAVA and obtains 68.9% accuracy
on EgoProceL compared to 64.3% by VAVA. This shows
the effectiveness of our context-based drop and alignment,
which jointly learns alignable and droppable frames with a
soft probabilistic approach.

Multi-Task Setting Results. In Table 4, we show the align-
ment and progress evaluations of LAV, VAVA, and GTCC
for the multi-task setting, where we use all videos in each
dataset to learn a single embedding network. We com-
pare using ResNet-50 with using our proposed MCN archi-
tecture. Since GTCC outperformed TCC on progress and
alignment metrics in the previous experiments, we do not
report the results for TCC. As the results demonstrate, using
ResNet for embedding in the multi-task setting leads to gen-
erally low performances for all methods. For example, on
CMU-MMAC, KTW is less than 9% and EAE is more than
22% for all methods (similarly on EGTEA). On the other
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Figure 7. Task Progression. Frames from a video of the “pizza” task in EgoProceL. On top is the ground-truth progress (πgt), in green is the geodesic
progress from GTCC (πgeo), and in red is the trivial progress (πtriv) obtained by dividing test video time-steps by mean total video length from the train set.

EAE ↓ OPE ↓ PC(1.0) ↑
K 1 5 10 15 1 5 10 15 1 5 10 15

EgoP 19.4 19.2 18.7 19.4 20.4 20.0 20.3 20.9 73.9 74.8 75.5 74.3

COIN 23.2 21.4 22.2 18.9 25.5 23.1 22.0 21.4 50.1 49.6 48.9 46.8

Pour 11.6 11.1 11.7 11.5 9.7 12.3 10.9 10.2 87.1 84.9 84.9 86.3

Penn 26.7 16.0 16.1 16.1 15.2 16.7 17.8 16.7 80.0 78.2 78.22 78.9

Table 5. Effect of the number of GMM components, K, on GTCC.

hand, 6
9 PC metrics, 9

9 EAE metrics, 3
3 KT metrics, 6

6 KTW
metrics, 3

3 PHP metrics, and 7
9 OPE metrics show improve-

ment with the MCN architecture. Table 4 shows that when
using MCN, the EAE, KT, KTW, and PHP metrics outper-
form 100% of the time, while PC and OPE outperform 67%
and 78% of the time. This is because our architecture learns
to specialize multiple heads for related actions using atten-
tion, while ResNet trains a single shared base model for all
actions including the ones that are considerably different
(e.g., serving tennis and jumping jack).

GMM Tuning and Ablations. Table 5 shows the effect
of the number of mixture components, K, in the GMM on
alignment and progress performance for GTCC. Notice that
performance does not vary much under different values of
K, showing the robustness of our approach. It is important
to note that, as expected, K = 1 performs better compara-
tively on monotonic datasets than in-the-wild datasets.

Table 6 ablates the number of MCN heads (6a), and the
drop term in GTCC (6b). We gather from 6a that align-
ment performance improves when the number of MCN
heads scales alongside the number of tasks in the dataset
(5 for both EGTEA Gaze+ and CMU-MMAC, which have
5 tasks). Finally, we see in 6b that the removal of the drop
term leads to degraded performance, further showing the
importance of the drop term in GTCC.

Qualitative Results. In Fig. 6, we show the comparison
of different methods for online progress estimation on a
test video from the task “making brownies” from the Ego-
ProceL dataset. For each method, we show the ground-
truth progress vs progress estimated via (12), π̂, using the
learned embeddings. Notice that GTCC’s estimation of the
progress fits the ground-truth nicely, while other methods
have a large gap. This is because GTCC can effectively drop
frames that correspond to background, while obtaining an

Make 
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Battery
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RJ45 

Cable

Query Retrieved Nearest Neighbors

Figure 8. In-the-wild Frame Retrieval from COIN dataset.

PC(1.0) ↑ EAE ↓
# Heads 1 5 20 1 5 20
CMU 66.7 67.8 64.7 29.5 14.9 29.0
EGTEA 82.3 82.5 82.0 15.5 10.2 19.3

(a) Number of MCN heads.

PC(1.0) ↑ EAE ↓
Drop ✓ × ✓ ×
Ego 80.6 65.2 13.3 24.3

COIN 56.3 46.6 18.9 27.9

(b) With (✓), without (×) dropout

Table 6. Ablation studies on (a) Number of MCN heads, (b) Drop.

embedding space where different actions are well-aligned.
In Fig. 7, we show the ground-truth, trivial estimate via
frame-counting, and π̂ by GTCC from a EgoProceL video.
Notice GTCC can effectively predict the progress online
and better than the trivial estimate from frame-counting. In
Fig. 8, we show results for in-the-wild frame retrieval for
GTCC on the COIN dataset. This figure showcases the abil-
ity of GTCC to align frames with high visual similarity.

7. Conclusions
We studied a self-supervised approach, based on a proposed
generalized temporal cycle consistency (GTCC) method,
for video alignment and progress prediction, coupled with a
novel attention-based architecture for multi-task learning.
Our extensive experiments show that GTCC outperforms
the state of the art, especially for in-the-wild videos. Addi-
tionally, we highlight the efficacy of our MCN architecture
for enhancing multi-task learning. The fusion of GTCC and
MCN emerges as a competitive and versatile framework.
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